
PULCHRA
Double-Knife Jointing Guillotine with Glue Application



SEQ U E N C E O F O PE R ATI O N

The veneer bundle is manually placed on pre-feeding device and 

aligned on the gripper shafts. The grippers clamp the veneer bundle 

firmly. A pre-set laser line illuminates the position of the front knife. 

To optimize veneer yield the manually operated laser line for the 

position of the back knife is exactly and quickly set and the data is 

transferred to the computer at the push of a button.

AFTER THIS, EVERYTHING PROCEEDS AUTOMATICALLY:

The veneer bundle is placed in the machine on the position to be 

cut and held firmly by the front side pressure beam ç. The grippers å release 

the veneer bundle and revert to the start position to retrieve the next veneer 

bundle. During this action, the front knife é cuts the veneer bundle on the front 

edge with high accuracy.

Then the gluing roller è transfers the chilled glue, fast, evenly, in 

precise quantity and without leaving open gaps by traveling alongside the bundle 

edge. There is no releasing of the bundle between the cutting and glue applica-

tion process. The grippers hold the veneer bundle, before the pressure beam 

releases it and positions it exactly for the rear cut. The rear side pressure beam 

closes and holds the bundle tight before the grippers release and the rear knife 

cuts with optimal yield to width.

The rear side-gluing roller then transfers the glue evenly to the still 

under pressure bundle edge. The rear side pressure beam releases the veneers 

before the grippers of the automatic unloading system delivers it to the roller 

conveyor for longitudinal outfeed to a fanning station í.

PULCHRA
Double-Knife Jointing Guillotine with Glue Application

PRE-FEEDING AND  
OPTIMIZATION DEVICE

1. The veneer bundle is manually 
placed on the pre-feeding device 

and aligned on the gripper shafts. To 
optimize veneer yield, the manually 
operated laser line for the position of 
the back knife is exactly and quickly 
set. The veneer width is transferred to 
the computer at the push of a button.

PRESSURE BEAMS

2. In continuous mode, the two-
part pressure beam presses 

the veneer bundles individually, in 
one setting for cutting and gluing the 
front edge and the second setting for 
cutting and gluing the back edge of 
the veneers. The buckling of veneer 
has no effect on the accuracy of the 
joints as the bundle is cut and glued 
under constant surface pressure. On 
over width veneers, the two pres-
sure beams work simultaneously in 
single mode.

Technical execution subject to change / Illustrations contain options



FRONT AND BACK KNIVES

3. Both knives cut the veneer 
bundle in a straight line and ex-

actly parallel. The swinging knife move-
ment trims the veneer edges clean and 
square-edged. The knives cut against a 
fl exible plastic strip.

GLUE APPLICATION HEADS

4. The glue application heads ap-
ply the glue effectively in both 

traverse paths. The bundle is cut and 
glued under constant surface pressure. 
Therefore, even and gapless glue ap-
plication is guaranteed. The buckling of 
veneer has no effect on the accuracy 
of the joints. Cooled, large-volume 
glue pots allow for high operating 
times without constant refi lling.

COMPUTER CONTROL AND DIMENSION MEMORY

6. The built in computer, working on a Windows operating system, allows for 
selection of programs and operating modes. The positioning control based on a 

microprocessor allows for saving the most common widths for economic optimizing of 
veneer yield.

AUTOMATIC UNLOADING 
SYSTEM

5. The automatic unloading system 
delivers the jointed and glued 

veneer bundle to the roller conveyor 
for longitudinal outfeed to a fanning 
station.

Four veneer bundles are in process in continuous mode: the fi rst is on the pre-feeding and optimization 
device, the second is under the front side pressure beam, the third is under the rear side pressure beam 
and the fourth is on the automatic unloading system.
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PULCHRA
Double-Knife Jointing Guillotine with Glue Application

FANNINGMASTER (OPTIONAL)

7. Machine for fanning pre-glued 
veneer bundles in longitudinal 

and cross direction, thereby ensuring 
the veneer strips do not stick together. 
The Fanningmaster is normally used 
in combination with the Gluemaster, 
a glue application machine or the 
PULCHRA , a double-knife jointing 
guillotine with built in automatic glue 
application. Automated production 
lines are typical examples.

° Trims and applies glue on up to 3 veneer 
bundles per minute by one operator

° Constant pressure on the veneer bundle 
without release when trimming and glue 
application, guaranties a precise all over 
glue application without leaving open gaps

° High cutting quality and perfect squared-
edge cut due to the swinging knife 
movement and uniform and precisely 
dosed glue application even on «wavy» or 
«buckled» sliced or rotary cut veneer

° Highest possible level of automation due 
to the fully automatic processes for trim-
ming, glue application and unloading of 
the veneer bundles

° Less space requirements needed compared 
to traditional systems

° Special control modes allow to split up or 
to double cut veneer bundles

FE AT U R E S A N D BE N E F IT S AT A GL A N C E

Fisher +Rückle AG
Postfach   CH-5200 Brugg   Switzerland
T +41 (0)56 460 67 00   F +41 (0)56 460 67 01
sales@fisher-ruckle.ch   www.fisher-ruckle.ch

Representatives in over 50 countries

The veneer bundle is fanned directly after 
glue application in cross and longitudinal 
direction.

å Pre-feeding and optimization device ç Two-part pressure beam é Front and back knives 
è Glue application heads ê Automatic unloading system í Fanningmaster (optional)
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